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One hundred years ago, 
Bram Fischer was born into 

elite Afrikanerdom, political 
and legal. His grand-father was 
the Prime Minister of the Free 
State and his father the Judge 
President.

Having eschewed a political career, Bram 
came to the Johannesburg Bar. There, his 
intellectual and leadership skills destined him 
to be Chief Justice, for he sparkled ‘among 
the very top of the largest Bar in the country 
with his intimidating skills as a civil jurist of 
distinction and a trial lawyer of great compe-
tence and dexterity.’1

But it was not to be. ‘He died in 1975 at 
the age of 67, not a Prime Minister, nor a 
Chief Justice, but a convicted prisoner serv-
ing life imprisonment, his emaciated body 
riddled with incurable cancer, his professional 
claims publicly repudiated by his removal 
from the roll of advocates ...’2

Why was Bram a prisoner serving a life 
sentence? In September 1964, he was 
charged with contravening the Suppression 
of Communism Act. He was released on bail. 
But after returning from arguing a matter 
before the Privy Council in England, he failed 
to appear at his own trial. Two days later, 
the Johannesburg Bar Council applied for his 
name to be struck from the roll of advocates, 
as it considered that his behaviour was not 
becoming of an advocate.

The court struck him from the roll, finding 
that Bram ‘... admits that his political beliefs 
are such that he is not prepared to conform 
to the laws of this country. It is the duty of 
the Court to uphold and enforce the laws … 
It would be inconsistent with that duty for 
the Court to allow an advocate to remain on 
the roll when he is defying these laws and 
instigating others to defy these laws.’3

 Bram remained underground and contin-
ued his activities for the banned Communist 
Party. Ten months later, he was captured and 

put on trial. He was sentenced to life impris-
onment in May 1966. 

One hundred years after his birth, it is 
essential that we ask why a person would 
forsake both a distinguished heritage and 
luminous prospects, and choose instead 
to go to prison - even die - for his political 
convictions.

At his trial, Bram said from the dock:

‘I am on trial … for my political beliefs and 
for the conduct which those beliefs drove me 
to…. whatever labels may have been attached 
to the fifteen charges brought against me, 
they all arise from my having been a member 
of the Communist Party and from my activities 
as a member. I engaged upon those activities 
because I believed that, in the dangerous cir-
cumstances which have been created in South 
Africa, it was my duty to do so.

 ... I believe that what I did was 
right, and I must therefore explain … what my 
motives were; why I hold the beliefs that I do, 
and why I was compelled to act in accordance 

with them.

 … I accept … the general rule that 

for the protection of a society laws should be 

obeyed. But when the laws themselves become 

immoral, and require the citizen to take part 

in an organised system of oppression - if only 

by his silence and apathy - then I believe that a 

higher duty arises. This compels one to refuse 

to recognise such laws.’4

Bram said also ‘... I believe that the future 
may well say that I acted correctly.’5 In 1995 
the Johannesburg Bar Council acknowledged 
the grave injustice done by having him 
removed from the roll of advocates.6 So too, 
in October 2003, George Bizos SC, on behalf 
of Bram’s daughters, Ruth and Ilse, moved an 
application for his posthumous reinstatement 
to the roll. That application was supported 
by both the Johannesburg Bar Council and 
the General Council of the Bar.

In its judgment, the full court said:

‘... Abraham Fischer’s conduct that 
resulted in his name being removed from the 
roll of advocates was … aimed at bringing 
about a democratic, political or constitutional 
change in the country, and also to assisting 
the oppressed.’7 

As we move into the fourth elections of 
our democratic state with its founding values 
of	dignity,	equality,	non-racism,	non-sexism,	
supremacy of the Constitution and the rule 
of law, we remember Bram Fischer and wish 
for more leaders like him in society and in 
the profession - ones who would lead with 
integrity, conviction, commitment, and the 
determination to uphold our Constitution 
and the Bill of Rights.
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   Bram Fischer: 
  an intellectual, a jurist and leader

Bram Fischer and Vernon Berrange, who led 
the defence team at the Rivonia Trial, outside 

the Palace of Justice in Pretoria, 1964.
Photographer and publication unknown. 
Published in Bizos Odyssey to Freedom 

(Random House 2007).

Gcina Malindi, Johannesburg Bar

Gcina Malindi was the junior 
to George Bizos SC when the 
application for Bram Fischer’s 
posthumous reinstatement on the 
roll of advocates was moved.


